
 1.  Log in to your ChiroUp account and click the                             button in the top green header.

 2.  Enter the patient’s Last name, click Create New Patient, then complete the remaining data �elds for First 
name and Email.

 
 

3. Select the anatomical Region of your patient’s problem, then choose the Condition. If desired, you can 
repeat the same process to add a second or third diagnosis.

 

4. Exercises, ADL’s, and common treatment descriptions will automatically populate based upon “best practice” 
evidence for your chosen diagnosis. You may de-select any component by clicking it.  Additional components 
may be added by clicking the            icon from the right side of the corresponding box.  

 

CREATE A CONDITION REPORT FOR YOUR PATIENT IN SECONDS  
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name and Email.

 
 

3. Select the anatomical Region of your patient’s problem, then choose the Condition. If desired, you can 
repeat the same process to add a second or third diagnosis.

 

4. Exercises, ADL’s, and common treatment descriptions will automatically populate based upon “best practice” 
evidence for your chosen diagnosis. You may de-select any component by clicking it.  Additional components 
may be added by clicking the            icon from the right side of the corresponding box.  

 

5.  Your In-o�ce visits and treatment Goals will auto-populate based upon your preferences. Defaults can 
be set in your account preferences, and modi�ed on-the-�y for any single report by clicking the up or down 
arrows. Selecting the            icon allows expansion of that component.

 

6.  (Optional) If you wish to create a summary report for the patient’s MD, toggle to indicate if the patient 
was Referred by a healthcare provider, then click Add healthcare provider.  

7.  Select Print, Send Email, or Print & email to choose a delivery method for your patient’s condition 
report.

Pro Tip: Select Export to PDF if you would like to export a digital copy for your EHR. Check Print exercise 
chart copy if you would like a printed summary of your patient’s exercises to use for teaching or to �le in their 
chart.

Questions? 

Visit the Help tab for tutorials and online answers 24/7.

Please email Support@ChiroUp.com, or call (844) 462-4476 

for additional assistance.  


